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Complete valence-band structure of Ge determined by photoemission
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The valence-band structure along the high-symmetry directions I L, I X, and I KX was studied

with synchrotron radiation for a wide photon energy range (10—106 eV). A cylindrically shaped Ge
crystal with [110]axis was used, which allowed us to record the spectra in normal emission for
different orientations. The data were analyzed by applying the model of direct transition into free-
electron final-state bands. Due to the wide photon energy range, a complete band scheme along the
three directions including critical points was obtained. The data are compared with theoretical re-

sults and other measurements. The bands along the I EX direction are reported for the first time to
our knowledge. Applying the wide photon energy range, the inner potential Vo= —8.8 eV was

determined self-consistently using the method suggested by Middelmann et al. [Phys. Rev. B 34,
957 (1986)].

I. INTRODUCTION

The bulk valence-band structure of germanium has
been studied both experimentally and theoretically. '

Three angular-resolved photoemission studies on
Ge(001)(2X1) have been carried out to map the band
dispersions along the I X direction. ' Despite
differences in the identifications of surface states, the
studies show good general agreement for the bulk bands
with the theoretical calculation of Chelikowsky and
Cohen. The band dispersions along the direction I L
have also been studied on (111)samples by two groups. '

Either calculated final state bands or a free-electron-like
final-state band have been used to interpret the results on
Ge(111)(2X 1) and Ge(111)c(2 X 8 ), respectively. For the
photon energy range between about 50 and 70 eV, Wachs
et al. explain their data by assuming transitions to
primary-cone free-electron bands. In the photon energy
range below 30 eV, the situation seems different, and Ni-
cholls et al. find no indication for such transitions. No
measurement of the bulk valence band along the direc-
tion I KX has been performed so far.

In this paper, we present band-mapping measurements
by angle-resolved ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy
of the bulk valence bands along the symmetry directions
I KX, I L, and I X on a cylindrical Ge sample with [110]
as cylinder axis. The cylinder surface displays (110),
(111),and (001) orientations. Simple rotation of the sam-
ple allows us thus to measure in situ the normal emission
from these high-symmetry orientations. This makes data
analysis easy because the direction of the momentum vec-
tor k is conserved in the emission process.

We apply a free-electron approximation for the final-
state dispersion. The wide photon energy range used al-
lows us to determine not only the bulk dispersions in a
wide range in k space but also the inner potential Vo by
applying the method suggested by Middelmann et al.

Our experimental dispersion along I L and I X is in
good agreement with existing calculations and the experi-
ments published so far. ' However, due to our wide

photon energy range, we present a complete determina-
tion in both directions. The experimental dispersions
along I KX are reported for the first time, to our
knowledge. The paper is organized as follows. The ap-
paratus and sample preparation are briefly described in
Sec. II. In Sec. III we present results and discussion, first
for Ge(110), then for (001) and (111). The conclusion is

given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The angle-resolved photoemission experiment was per-
formed in an ADES 400 instrument from Vacuum Gen-
erators with angle resolution 1.5'. Using the toroidal
grating monochromator TGM3 at the Berlin Storage
Ring (BESSY), a photon energy range from 10 to 106 eV
was covered. The overall energy resolution was between
0.2 eV for the lower photon energies and 0.5 eV at the
highest photon energies. The binding energies refer to
the valence-band maximum (VBM). This level was deter-
mined by assuming a value of 29.3 eV for the Ge 3d»2
binding energy.

A cylindrically shaped Ge sample, as described in de-
tail before, ' was used to study the bulk valence bands
along the I L, I X, and I KX directions. The cylinder
axis was [110], so that the photoemission of the low-
index orientations (110), (111),and (001) as well as all in-
termediate orientations of the [110]zone could be investi-
gated in normal emission. The incidence angle of light
was always 45' with respect to the surface normal. The
cylinder had a diameter of 24 mm and was ring shaped
with the sample heater in its center. Due to the width of
the light beam, the orientation resolution was about 3'.
The surface was cleaned by cyclic sputtering (U =1 kV)
and annealing (T =900 K). The cleanliness and order on
the surface was checked by ultraviolated photoemission
spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffraction, respec-
tively.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 1. Selected normal-emission spectra for Ge(110) record-
ed with the indicated photon energies. 3, Auger MVV peak; B,
Ge 3d emission by second-order light of the grating; C —I,
features from hulk and surface-state emission (see text).

Figure 1 shows selected normal emission spectra of
Ge(110) c (8 X 10) for a photon energy range h v = 12—100
eV. The peak labeled A for h v=35. 9 eV is the Ge MVV
Auger transition. Peak B for h v=18—24 eV is the Ge 3d
peak generated by the second-order light of the mono-
chromator spectrum. Both peaks mask the valence-band
emission in the (not shown) photon energy range from 24
to 35 eV. The features C —E in the spectra vary as ex-
pected for dispersing bands. Features F—I have a con-
stant binding energy. In order to assign all features, we
assume direct transition into free-electron final bands
with a dispersion Ef =E(kf ) given by

Ef ( kf ) = [fi ( kf +G ) /2m ]+ Vo,

where kf is the electron momentum perpendicular to the
surface, Vo is the inner potential referring to the VBM
and G is a bulk reciprocal-lattice vector which is in-
volved in the photoemission process (bulk umklapp).
Transitions with 6 in the same direction as k, and thus
also kf and for normal emission (primary-cone emission)
are easy to analyze and represent the main structures in
the spectra, as will be shown. Emission with G not per-

pendicular to the surface (called secondary-cone emis-
sion) leads to less intense structures in the spectra.

Assuming primary-cone emission for all features in
Fig. 1, the corresponding initial states were calculated
and are presented in Fig. 2. For some points, error bars
are given, representing the uncertainty of +0. 15 eV for
sharp structures and +0.5 eV for broad and weak struc-
tures. The solid lines are theoretical valence bands, as
calculated by Chelikowsky and Cohen using a nonlocal
pseudopotential method. There are altogether four
valence bands, labeled 1-4 in Fig. 2. The dispersive
peaks C and D in Fig. 1 are assigned to direct transitions
from bands 1 and 3, respectively. These two experimen-
tal bands show a good general agreement with the corre-
sponding theoretical bands. Bands 2 and 4 were hardly
observable. The related spectra for photon energies from
12 to 23 eV in Fig. 1 had three nondispersive peaks 6, H,
and I, centered around —2.0, —4.3, and —7.6 eV, re-
spectively, which will be discussed below. The expected
dispersive peaks corresponding to bands 2 and 4 run rap-
idly through these three peaks and are obviously weak, so
that it was difficult to distinguish them.

Peak E in Fig. 1 seems also dispersive. However, the
corresponding points labeled F. in Fig. 2 do not fit with an
expected band. We believe that these transitions are of
the secondary-cone type. Both transitions from band 2
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FIG. 2. Experimentally determined points and theoretical
hands (solid lines, from Ref. 4) of Ge along the I KX direction.
Large circles denote strong peaks. The differently marked cir-
cles are for different photon energy ranges, and different
reciprocal-lattice vectors are involved in the transition to the
free-electron Anal band: shaded circles for low hv and G»o,
open circles for medium h v and G»0, and circles with crosses
for large hv and G~~„. Some critical points are also labeled.

Features labeled C —I correspond to the peaks in Fig. 1.
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involving the reciprocal-lattice vector Gozo from band 3

involving G», could be responsible.
In the present analysis an inner potential of Vo = —8.8

eV with respect to the VBM was assumed. The general
shape of the bands and their absolute position are not
very sensitive to the choice of Vo and different values be-
tween —7.7, ' —8.0, —8.8," and —9.5 eV were used
before. Middelmann et al. have described a method to
determine Vo self-consistently, if a su5ciently large pho-
ton energy range is available. In this case, the same ini-
tial state can sometimes be excited into successive free-
electron final bands involving different reciprocal-lattice
vectors. For example, the peak labeled C in Fig. 1 runs
from near 2;„for h v=12 eV (minimum of band 3) to-
wards 1 (hv=36 eV), back to X;„(hv=60 eV), up to-
wards X& (h v=78 eV), and back towards X„„„(hv~ 100
eV). Peak D (band 1) has reached X, for h v=85 eV and
turns back with increasing hv. To illustrate this better,
the points in Fig. 2 originating from different ranges of
h v and involving different primary-cone reciprocal-lattice
vectors are distinguished by different symbols. The inner
potential has to be chosen so that all band branches for
different ranges of hv yield the same initial band. The
best fit was obtained for Vo = —8.8+0.5 eV.

Besides the dispersive peaks, there exist also the peaks
F, 6, and H, and I in Fig. 1, which are sometimes weak
but if visible appear always at the same position. They
represent either surface states or emission from regions
with a high density of states implying secondary-cone
transitions, scattering by defects, or other kinds of in-
direct transitions. We assign the features around —7.6
and —4. 3 eV to critical points at L6 (see below and Fig.
4) and X;„, respectively. Since there exist no corre-
sponding critical points around —2.0 and —0.8 eV, we
assume that these peaks represent surface states. This as-
signment could be examined by gas adsorption.

The normal emission spectra of Ge(001)(2X1) and
Ge(111)c(2 X 8) were also recorded to determine the bulk
valence bands along the directions I X and I L. Figure 3
shows selected spectra from Ge(001)(2 X 1 ) for h v
=12—88 eV. The spectra are in good agreement with
those published before. ' Also spectra of
Ge(111)c(2X8), which are not shown here, agree well
with those reported by Wachs et al. and Nicholls et al.
The same analysis as for Ge(110) yields the points
displayed in Fig. 4. The solid lines labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4
indicate the calculated valence-band dispersions of Ge
from Alekseev et al. using the linearized augmented
plane-wave method with virtual spheres. The energy
bands are somewhat wider and show a better agreement
with the results of spectroscopic experiments than those
calculated by Chelikowsky and Cohen. Since the spin-
orbit interaction was not considered in the calculation of
Alekseev et al., bands-3 and 4 are not split along the I L
direction.

Peak C in Fig. 3 is assigned to transitions from bands 3
and 4, and peak D to bands 1 and 2 in the I"X direction.
Band 1 along the I X line, corresponding to the spectra
for hv=44. 9—88. 1 eV in Fig. 3, is fully determined due
to our wide photon energy range. The agreement with
the theoretical results of Alekseev et al. is good. Only
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FIG. 3. Selected normal-emission spectra for Ge(001) 2X1
recorded with the indicated photon energies. Peak labeling as
in Fig. 1.

the assignment of the peaks with low binding energy
around —0.5 and —1.3 eV corresponding to peaks la-
beled F and G for photon energy below 18.2 eV in Fig. 3
is ambiguous. Hsieh et al. considered these two states
as bulk states, whereas they were ascribed to surface
states by Nelson et a/. " The controversy seems to be
resolved by Kruger et al. ' Using self-consistent scatter-
ing calculations, they found that two surface states, cor-
responding to a dangling bond state on the raised dimer
atom and a back-bond state, have the measured energy
positions. The dangling-bond state becomes a very broad
and weak resonance at the I point. Following this ex-
planation, we believe that the bulk contribution dom-
inates in the sharp features below h v=16.2 eV. Howev-
er, admixture of surface-state emission may influence the
peak positions.

The position of peak E varies with photon energy. The
evaluated sequence, shown labeled E along I X in Fig. 4,
does not agree with an expected band. Like peak E in
Fig. 1, it originates probably from secondary-cone pro-
cesses.

Our experimental results on Ge(111)c(2 X 8) along I X
are also included in Fig. 4. The experimental bands are
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FIG. 4. Experimentally determined points and theoretical
bands (solid lines, from Ref. 7) of Ge along the I X and I L
directions. Large circles denote strong peaks. Features labeled
C —I in the I X direction correspond to the peaks in Fig. 3.

also in general agreement with the theory ' and with the
experimental results of Wachs et al. Only band 3 shows
a systematic deviation from the calculated band. As in
the results of Wachs et al. only the spectra for a photon
energy above about 50 eV contribute to dispersing bands.
The spectra for smaller photon energies are dominated by
nondispersive features which cannot be used for band
mapping in a simple way. A detailed analysis of the spec-
tra between 10 and 30 eV, recorded with the polarized
light, was made by Nicholls et al. They also do not ob-
serve transitions to the primary (111) free-electron band
in normal-emission spectra.

As for the spectra of Ge(110), there exist also non-
dispersive peaks along the directions I L and I X, associ-
ated with surface states or critical points in the valence-
band structures with a high density of states, as discussed

FIG. 5. Experimental (circles) and theoretical (solid and
dashed lines) band structures of Ge along the I L, I X, and I KX
directions. The solid and dashed lines indicate the calculated
bands from Refs. 4 and 7, respectively.

above. Along I L in Fig. 4, two features at —0.8 and
—1.4 eV were assigned to surface states. The latter ap-
pears clearly in the spectra for photon energies below 28
eV and becomes weak for higher photon energy. Since
the overlap with peaks of bands 3 and 4 was encountered
only for high photon energies, it was not dificult to dis-
tinguish them from each other. The third surface state,
reported by Aarts et al. ' at —0. 15 eV was not observed
by us. Most of the other undispersive features corre-
spond to critical points. For example, the feature around
—3.4 along the direction FL in Fig. 4 coincides with
point X5. The peaks at —4.3 eV in both directions could
be from point 2;„ in the I EX direction. Point L6 of
band 2 contributes to the features around —7.6 eV along
the I L direction, which showed some small shifts with
photon energy. In contrast to results published before, '
the features H around —7.0 eV along the I X direction,
which are slightly dispersing when approaching X, as
well as the slightly dispersing band at —7.0 eV in the I L
direction, do not seem to relate to point L6 because of the

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical energy values of different bands at critical and other special
points along the I L, I X, and I KX directions, referring to the VBM in eV.

Band 1

Band 2
Bands 1,2
Band 3

Band 4
Bands 3,4

Point

r,
L6
K
L6
Xs
L6

~mtn

K
L4, s

Xs

This work
(experiment)

—12.9+0.5
—10.7+0.4
—10.1+0.2
—7.6+0.2
—8.8+0.2
—1.8+0.4
—4.3+0.2
—4.2+0.2
—1.8+0.4
—3.4+0. 15

Ref. 7
(theory)

—12.9
—10.6
—9.25
—7.4
—8.9
—1 ' 5

—4.6
—1.5
—3.5

Ref. 4
(theory)

—12.66
—10.39
—9.1
—7.61
—8.65
—1.63
—4.6
—4.35
—1.43
—3.29

Ref. 15
(experiment)

—12.6+0.3
—10.6+0.5

—7.7+0.2

—1.4+0.3
—4.5+0.2

—1.4+0.3
—3.15+0.2
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large energy value difference. We could not assign these
features till now. The shifts with photon energy could be
a hint for secondary-cone processes. The weak peaks
around —10.7 eV in the I I. and I X directions can arise
from point 1.6 of band 1. For the other weak features be-
tween —9 and —10 eV we have no reasonable explana-
tion.

IV. CONCLUSION

As a summary, we present the complete valence-band
structure for Ge in Fig. 5. All peaks which do not corre-
spond to primary-cone bulk band emission are omitted.
The band dispersions from calculations of Chelikowsky
and Cohen and Alekseev et al. are indicated by solid
and dashed lines, respectively. Our results show a better

agreement with the calculation of Alekseev et al. Due to

our wide photon energy range, the critical points could
be determined relatively accurately. In order to compare
with the theoretical results ' and other measurements, '

these critical points are summarized in Table I. We can-
not resolve the separation between points 1.6 and I.4, of
bands 3 and 4 that are induced by the spin-orbit interac-
tion. Apart from a distinct deviation at these two points,
our results show a generally good agreement.
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